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Dropdown Response Options

• Dropdown response options are used for 
choose-one questions. 

• Often used when there are space limitations.

• Used frequently for long lists like state, year, 
etc.
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Motivation for Studying Dropdowns on Mobile 
Devices

• Display differently on mobile depending upon device operating system

– iOS:  Spinner or Spin Wheel

– Android:  Similar to PC – pick list

• Quantitative evidence indicates problems with dropdowns on mobile compared to 
PC

– Primacy effects, missing data, errors in reporting

• (Antoun et al., 2017; Antoun 2015; Stapleton, 2013; Peterson et al., 2013)

• Qualitative evidence indicates difficulty using the iOS spinner or Spin Wheel.  
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Spinner or Spin Wheel
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Pick List
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Radio button/Keyboard
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Research Question

Should we recommend using “dropdowns” in surveys 
accessed via a small mobile device?  
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General Method

• Quantitative Controlled Study

• Setting: In-person tests at community/senior centers in Washington DC area from 
Dec. 2016 to Jan. 2017

• Convenience sample

• Participants ages 60-75

– Had to have at least one year of mobile phone experience

• Procedure

– Participant completed background paper questionnaire (demographic questions)

– Test administrator loaded survey app on iPhone 5s, handed phone to participant, instructed 
him/her to complete survey

– 3-5 experiments run during 1 hour session
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Method for this Experiment

• Self-administered survey app with 12 questions

– Each question was on its own page

• 30 participants 

• Between-subjects design – 3 conditions

– Spin Wheel; Pick List; Radio button/Typed data

• 10 participants in each condition

• Quasi-randomized assignment

• All 12 questions appeared in their assigned condition 

– Quantitative metrics collected

• Satisfaction and Preference Data collected after survey
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12 Survey Questions and their Response 
Characteristics

# of Response 
options

Type of response options

Standard Ordered Unique

Many
(>5 choices)

Date of birth

State attended
High school

Age range

School level 
obtained

Fuel for heating 
home

Work status

Few 
(<=5 choices)

Sex

Citizen of more 
than one country

Eyesight rating

Opinion question 
about salary

Marital Status

Preference about 
survey mode
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Analysis Metrics

• Burden:  Time to complete (n=344*)

– Regression model at the question level, controlling for question characteristics & design condition, and 
with a random effect for the participant

• Burden:  Number of touches on page (n=344*)

– Regression model at the question level, controlling for question characteristics & design condition, and 
with a random effect for the participant

• Accuracy (n=28**)

– Data entered compared to data from background questionnaire

• Satisfaction (n=28**)

– Participant self-reported responses after completing the survey

• Preference (n=28**)

– Participant self-reported preference after interacting with all designs for the date of birth question
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*data for 1 Keyboard condition was not saved and partial data was saved for 1 Pick List
**data for 2 participants were not saved



Burden:
Mean time per page by design
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Model results
Slope coefficient for Spin Wheel (vs. Keyboard): 8.3, p = .02
Slope coefficient for Pick List (vs. Keyboard): 1.8, p = .60



Burden:
Mean touches per page by design
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Model results
Slope coefficient for Spin Wheel (vs. Keyboard): 3.9, p <.0001
Slope coefficient for Pick List (vs. Keyboard): 0.9, p = .01



Accuracy
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Accuracy for Keyboard Entry 
(Radio Button)
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The Next button was in 
a fixed location on all 
experiments for all 
conditions.  
Two people selected 
6th grade.  Most likely 
they selected it 
because they did not 
realize the list was 
scrollable. (For one 
case, it was an error 
and for the other case, 
it could have been 
true, but there was no 
scrolling.)



Satisfaction questions followed the 12 question 
survey
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Percent who Reported that it was “Very Easy” 
to … 
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Complete the survey - Overall chi-square test: χ2 = 3.9, p = .40
Touch the answer – Overall chi-square test:  : χ2 = 0.4, p = .80



Preference question for 
Date of Birth
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For Date of Birth entry, what percent 
preferred…
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n=28
Percent is greater than 100 because a participant could have selected more than one design



Summary of Results

• Spin Wheel takes significantly longer than radio button/keyboard data condition

• No time difference between the Pick List and radio button/keyboard data 

• More touches for the Spin Wheel and Pick List than radio button/keyboard condition.  

• Accuracy scores were high for all conditions.

• Satisfaction scores were high for all conditions

• Participants overwhelmingly preferred to type their data using a keypad over either 
the spinner or the Pick List when entering date of birth
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Recommendation  
Do we recommend using “dropdowns” in surveys accessed via a small mobile device?  

• No, if it is the iOS Spin Wheel

– Confirmed difficulty with iOS Spin Wheel Design for older population

• Maybe, if it is the Pick List

– More work to investigate Pick List given data quality issues documented in prior literature

• Can a programmer override the iOS framework for Dropdowns when they are 
needed?
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Future Work  

• Repeat experiment with different population

• Investigate whether device owned affected results
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Questions

Elizabeth Nichols

Elizabeth.May.Nichols@census.gov
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